Dear Friend,
For 65 years Milwaukee has enjoyed a special privilege as home of the Fine Arts Quartet.
With the help of many friends and allies, the Friends of the Fine Arts Quartet returned the
Quartet to Milwaukee in 2018 as its residency at UWM ended and will do so again this year with
January and July concerts.
This year’s July 11-18 Fine Arts Quartet Festival will feature Mozart and ground-breaking work
by the Quartet as it performs nearly forgotten chamber music transcriptions of Mozart's Piano
Concertos. Additionally, the series will offer the world premiere of a unique adaptation of
Mozart's double-piano concerto.
Reserve July 14, 16, and 18 for a spectacular set of free concerts. Many other scheduled events
ensure an exciting week.
The recruitment last year of two celebrated, European chamber music artists, Niklas Schmidt and
Gil Sharon, instantly reinforced the Fine Arts Quartet’s prominence among the world’s leading
string Quartets.
Continuing to enjoy substantial success on the international stage in 2019, they will present 35
performances around the world, including invitations to acclaimed music festivals, for example,
in Hamburg, Germany, Naantali, Finland, and Cremona, Italy.
Keeping the Quartet performing in Milwaukee requires ongoing financial support. You can
help ensure their continued performance here by making a gift. A broad base of support is
important for a sustained program.
The Friends of the Fine Arts Quartet was able to raise the funds necessary to support the
Quartet's 2018 concerts and the January 2019 concert. Your backing of the Quartet is needed for
this year's festival.
A larger, diverse attendance can be ensured because your donation permits open, free concerts, a
mission the Quartet encourages. With your help, we hope to draw a new generation to the genius
of the classical masters and to the high performance of the Fine Arts Quartet.
We are grateful for our partnership with the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the previous
long-term sponsors of the Fine Arts Quartet, and for our collaboration with community
institutions, including Saint John's On The Lake.
On behalf of the Steering Committee of the Friends of the Fine Arts Quartet
Michael Barndt
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Dear Friend,
For 65 years Milwaukee has enjoyed a special privilege as home of the Fine Arts Quartet.
With the help of many friends and allies, the Friends of the Fine Arts Quartet returned the
Quartet to Milwaukee in 2018 as its residency at UWM ended and will do so again this year with
January and July concerts.
This year’s July 11-18 Fine Arts Quartet Festival will feature Mozart and ground-breaking work
by the Quartet as it performs nearly forgotten chamber music transcriptions of Mozart's Piano
Concertos. Additionally, the series will offer the world premiere of a unique adaptation of
Mozart's double-piano concerto.
Reserve July 14, 16, and 18 for a spectacular set of free concerts. Many other scheduled events
ensure an exciting week.
The recruitment last year of two celebrated European chamber music artists, Niklas Schmidt and
Gil Sharon, instantly reinforced the Fine Arts Quartet’s prominence among the world’s leading
string Quartets.
Continuing to enjoy substantial success on the international stage in 2019, they will present 35
performances around the world, including invitations to acclaimed music festivals, for example,
in Hamburg, Germany, Naantali, Finland, and Cremona, Italy.
Keeping the Quartet performing in Milwaukee requires ongoing financial support. You can
help ensure their continued performance here by making a gift. A broad base of support is
important for a sustained program.
Thanks to people like you the Friends of the Fine Arts Quartet was able to raise the funds
necessary to support the Quartet's 2018 concerts and the January 2019 concert. Your backing of
the Quartet is needed for this year's festival, too.
A larger, diverse attendance can be ensured because your donation permits open, free concerts, a
mission the Quartet encourages. With your help, we hope to draw a new generation to the genius
of the classical masters and to the high performance of the Fine Arts Quartet.
We are grateful for our partnership with the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the previous
long-term sponsors of the Fine Arts Quartet, and for our collaboration with community
institutions, including Saint John's On The Lake.
On behalf of the Steering Committee of the Friends of the Fine Arts Quartet
Michael Barndt
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Dear Friend,
For 65 years Milwaukee has enjoyed a special privilege as home of the Fine Arts Quartet.
With the help of many friends and allies, the Friends of the Fine Arts Quartet returned the
Quartet to Milwaukee in 2018 as its residency at UWM ended and will do so again this year with
January and July concerts.
This year’s July 14-18 Fine Arts Quartet Festival will feature Mozart and ground-breaking work
by the Quartet as it performs nearly forgotten chamber music transcriptions of Mozart's Piano
Concertos. Additionally, the series will offer the world premiere of a unique adaptation of
Mozart's double-piano concerto.
Reserve July 14, 16, and 18 for a spectacular set of free concerts. Many other scheduled events
ensure an exciting week.
The recruitment last year of two celebrated European chamber music artists, Niklas Schmidt and
Gil Sharon, instantly reinforced the Fine Arts Quartet’s prominence among the world’s leading
string Quartets.
Continuing to enjoy substantial success on the international stage in 2019, they will perform 35
performances around the world, including invitations to acclaimed music festivals, for example,
in Hamburg, Germany, Naantali, Finland, and Cremona, Italy.
Keeping the Quartet performing in Milwaukee requires ongoing financial support. A broad
base of support is important for a sustained program.
Thanks to people like you the Friends of the Fine Arts Quartet was able to raise the funds
necessary to support the Quartet's 2018 concerts. Your gift for the 2019 season has ensured the
Quartet’s January concert and this summer’s festival.
We are grateful.
A larger, diverse attendance can be ensured because your donation permits open, free concerts a
mission the Quartet encourages. With your help, we hope to draw a new generation to the genius
of the classical masters and to the high performance of the Fine Arts Quartet.
We are grateful for our partnership with the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the previous
long-term sponsors of the Fine Arts Quartet, and for our collaboration with community institutions,
such as Saint John's On The Lake.

On behalf of the Steering Committee of the Friends of the Fine Arts Quartet
Michael Barndt
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